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Screamin’ Eagle® Performance Parts
Harley-Davidson has the engineering expertise, sophisticated dyno lab, and complete testing facilities 
to provide racing enthusiasts with a line of performance products designed to produce good, solid, 
reliable horsepower in their V-twin engines and overall improved performance on the race track. Engine 
related performance parts are intended FoR tHE EXPERiEncED RiDER onLY.

cAUtion
Harley-Davidson® motorcycles modified with some Screamin’ Eagle® high-performance engine parts 
must not be used on public roads and in some cases may be restricted to closed-course competition.

WARRAntY
Installation of Screamin’ Eagle products, and similar products from other manufacturers, except some 
street-legal offerings installed by authorized Harley dealers, may affect your H-D® limited vehicle 
warranty. See your dealer for more information.

Throughout this catalog you will find symbols relating to the specific application of a performance 
product. Definitions for these symbols are outlined below:

3  cRossED FLAGs: Harley-Davidson motorcycles modified with some (Screamin’ Eagle) high-performance engine 
parts must not be used on public roads and in some cases may be restricted to closed-course competition. 
Throughout this catalog all engine-related performance parts identified with cross flags (symbol) are intended for 
racing applications only and are not legal for sale or use in California on pollution-controlled vehicles.  Alterations of 
emission related components constitutes tampering under the USEPA guidelines and can lead to substantial fines 
and penalties.

5	stoP HAnD: Harley-Davidson motorcycles modified with some performance engine parts must not be used on 
public roads and in some cases may be restricted to closed-course competition. Those performance parts identified 
with a stophand symbol are US EPA legal, but are NOT legal for sale or use in California on pollution-controlled motor 
vehicles. California guidelines on tampering can also lead to substantial fines and penalties.

2	Go LiGHt: These Screamin’ Eagle products are 50-state street legal for sale and use on all vehicles, including 
those that are pollution controlled.

	cALiFoRniA onLY: These Screamin’ Eagle products are street legal for sale and use on pollution controlled vehicles 
in the state of California.

Aluminator, Badlander, Brawler, Dashinator, Detonator, Deuce, Diamond Back, Electra Glide, Evolution, Fat Boy, HD,  
Harley-Davidson, Heritage Softail, Heritage Springer, H.O.G., Hugger, LightningStar, Low Rider, Rallyrunner, Reach, 
Revolution, Road Glide, Road King, Road Zeppelin, Screamin’ Eagle, Sidekick, Softail, Sportster, Springer, Street Stalker, 
Stripper, Sundowner, Super Glide, SYN3, Sunwash, Tallboy, ThunderStar, Tour-Pak, Twin Cam 88, Twin Cam 88B, Ultra 
Classic, V-Rod, Wide Glide and the Harley-Davidson Genuine Motor Parts and Genuine Motor Accessories logo are trade-
marks of H-D Michigan, Inc. All other are trademarks of their respective owners.

 
Denotes item is in retail display packaging.

The sale or use of these parts or accessories does not grant the  
purchaser a license or other right under any Harley-Davidson patent.
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a.	CUSTOM	BRaWLER®	SOLO	SEaT

When it’s time to go it alone, go solo in style. This premium quality 
cowhide leather saddle is designed to create a low and lean look.

52000118	 	 	

Fits ’04-later XL models equipped with 2.2 or 3.3 gallon fuel tanks.  
Seat width 12.5".

52000119	 	 	

Fits ’04-later XL models equipped with 4.5 gallon fuel tank.  
Seat width 12.5".

B.	CUSTOM	SIDEKICK®	TWO-UP	SEaT

This premium cowhide leather seat hugs the frame for a low-slung 
look but adds back support for the rider and extra padding for the 
passenger.

52000120	 	 	

Fits ’04-later XL models equipped with 2.2 or 3.3 gallon fuel tanks. 
Models not equipped with passenger pegs require separate purchase of 
Passenger Footpeg Kit P/N 50203-04. XL883N, XL1200N and XL1200X 
models also require separate purchase of Retention Washer P/N 7487. 
Seat width 12.5"; passenger pillion width 5.0".

52000121	 	 	

Fits ’04-later XL models equipped with 4.5 gallon fuel tank. Models  
not equipped with passenger pegs require separate purchase of 
Passenger Footpeg Kit P/N 50203-04. Seat width 12.5"; passenger  
pillion width 5.0".
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a.	BRaWLER®	SEaT B.	SIDEKICK®	SEaT

	 CUSTOM	SEaT	PROGRaM	–	SPORTSTER®	MODELS

Now available for Sportster® models. The custom Seat 
Program allows you to select from over 1,300 design options, 
and visually build your seat on the web to eliminate the design 
guesswork. We build the seat to your specifications, and you 
have the ready-to-ride seat in just a few short weeks.
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a.	 	aDJUSTaBLE	TWO-UP	LUGGaGE	RaCK*

expand your options at the push of a button. This stylish rack offers 
style, function and practicality in one. The adjustable Two-up Luggage 
Rack features telescoping side extensions that allow the rider to 
customize the rack’s width in seconds. To accommodate a wide soft 
bag or duffle, just press the buttons, slide out the side extensions and 
increase the usable surface area by 50%. When an oversize rack is not 
required, just slide in the extensions for a clean look. The beefy rack 
accommodates a load capacity up to 30 pounds, and the side rails 
feature convenient mounting points that easily accept bag tie-down 
straps and bungee cords. The detachable rack can be completely 
removed from the bike in seconds, and is designed to accept the inter-
nally-wired Led Light Kit P/N 68065-10 or 68219-10 (sold separately) 
for added visibility from the rear. Rack dimensions: 12"d x 12.75"W 
(unexpanded); 12"d x 18.75"W (expanded)

50300044	 Chrome.	

50300076	 Gloss	Black.	

Fits ’09-later Touring models (except Trike, FLTRuSe and ’09-’13 
FLhTcuSe) equipped with a 4-Point docking hardware Kit. FLhTc, 
FLhTcu, FLhTK and FLTRu require separate purchase of detachable 
Tour-Pak Rack Kit P/N 53246-09a. FLhX, FLTR and FLTRX models 
require separate purchase of antenna Relocation Kit P/N 76561-09 or 
hidden antenna P/N 76000266. Some FLhRc eu registration plates 
may interfere with rack.

	

	 aLSO	avaILaBLE:

	 LED	LIGhT	KIT

Fast-acting Led Light Kit operates as a supplemental rear running 
light and brake light. The high, center-mount position places the light 
in the line-of-sight of following vehicles, and the bright, fast-acting red 
Led lamps get you noticed. Wiring is concealed inside the rack for a 
clean, custom installation. available with red or smoked lens.

68065-10	 Smoked	Lens.	

68219-10	 Red	Lens.	

Fits air Wing detachable Luggage Rack P/N 54283-09 and 50300008, 
adjustable Two-up Luggage Rack P/N 50300044 and 50300076. does 
not fit cvo™ models.

*WaRNING: do not use this rack as a seat. do not exceed the fender rack 
weight capacity. using as seat or exceeding this capacity could cause handling 
problems which could result in loss of control and death or serious injury.

New Products
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B.	 	aIR	WING	SISSY	BaR	UPRIGhT	

combine long-range comfort with an impressive dose of style. The 
air Wing Sissy bar upright features a sleek tapered profile capped 
with a beautifully crafted billet airfoil casting. The detachable sissy 
bar is designed to be installed or removed in seconds, adding versatil-
ity to your ride. Finish the look with the matching air Wing Sissy bar 
backrest Pad P/N 52300302 and complementing air Wing Two-up 
Luggage Rack. The bar can be equipped with optional Led Light Kit 
P/N 68000076 (Red) or 68000077 (Smoked) for added rear visibility. 
Requires separate purchase of Wiring harness P/N 70641-08.

52300146	 Chrome.	

52300147	 Gloss	Black.	

Fits ’09-later Touring models (except Trike, FLTRuSe and ’09-’13 
FLhTcuSe) equipped with required docking Kits. FLhTc, FLhTcu, 
FLhTK and FLTRu require separate purchase of detachable Tour-Pak 
Rack Kit P/N 53246-09a.

C.	PaSSENGER	BaCKREST	PaD	–	aIR	WING

Styled to complement available touring and custom seats, this pad 
is shaped to fit the contour of the air Wing Sissy bar upright P/N 
52300146 or 52300147.

52300302	 	 	

Fits ’09-later Touring models equipped with the air Wing Sissy bar 
upright P/N 52300146 or 52300147.

D.	 aLSO	avaILaBLE:

	 LED	LIGhT	KIT

This fast-acting Led Light Kit operates as a supplemental rear running 
light and brake light. The high, center-mount position places the light 
in the line-of-sight of following vehicles, and the bright, fast-acting red 
Led lamps get you noticed. Wiring is concealed inside the tubes for a 
clean, custom installation. available with red or smoked lens.

68000076	 Red	Lens.	

68000077	 Smoked	Lens.	

Fits air Foil Luggage Rack P/N 54290-11, 54291-11 and air Wing Sissy 
bar upright P/N 52300146, 52300147. installation requires separate 
purchase of model-specific Wiring harness Kit P/N 69368-11, 73415-11 
or 70641-08.

	 aLSO	avaILaBLE:

	 LED	LIGhT	KIT	WIRING	haRNESS

Required for installation of Led Light Kit on air Wing Sissy bar upright 
P/N 52300146 or 52300147.

70641-08	 	 	

B

C
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a.	 	TURN	SIGNaL	EXTENSION	CaPS

Make signaling simple. These Turn Signal extension caps allow riders to 
easily reach and activate turn signals without repositioning or removing 
their hands from the grips. The one-piece design features a contoured 
thumb extension that places the left and right hand signal control in a 
comfortable position. available in chrome and black, these extension 
caps replace the stock turn signal switch caps without re-wiring.

71500177	 Black.	

71500178	 Chrome.	

Fits ’12-later dyna® and ’11-later Softail® models. 

71500179	 Black.	

71500180	 Chrome.	

Fits ’96-later vRSc™, XL, XR, Touring, ’96-’11 dyna and ’96 -’10 Softail 
models.

B.	 	CLUTCh	FERRULE	aND	BaNJO	BOLT	COvER	KITS

These chrome-plated die-cast covers provide a custom look to your 
hand controls. The pair of tapered covers conceals the brake banjo bolt 
cable and the clutch cable or hydraulic line connections as they enter 
the hand controls. The two-piece design is easy to install and adds a 
finishing touch to original equipment or braided lines and cables. Kits 
are available for models with cable- or hydraulic-operated clutch.

41300061	 Brake	and	Cable	Clutch.	

Fits ’84-later models (except vRSc and ’08-later XR models). Will not fit 
models equipped with hydraulic clutch. Some models may require rota-
tion of the front master cylinder banjo fitting. See the service manual for 
brake systems procedures.

41300062	 Brake	and	hydraulic	Clutch.	

Fits ’09-later vRSc and ’08-later cvo™ models and bikes equipped with 
hydraulic clutch. Some models may require rotation of the front master 
cylinder banjo fitting. See the service manual for brake systems proce-
dures.

B

BRaKE	&	CaBLE	CLUTCh	 BRaKE	&	hYDRaULIC	CLUTCh	

B
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C.	 	FORK-MOUNT	WIND	DEFLECTORS	–	ChROME

dress your bike for comfort and style. Wind deflectors extend the 
windshield's coverage for superior protection in any weather. The 
scooped deflectors are shaped to channel the air flow and direct the 
rush of air and turbulence around the rider. deflectors attach to the 
fork brackets for a clean, integrated look, and the chrome finish is the 
perfect complement to polished or chrome front end components. 
easy to install kit includes all required mounting hardware.

57400146	 	 	

Fits ’95-later FLhT, FLhS, FLhR, FLhRc, FLhTc and FLhX models. does 
not fit models equipped with fairing lowers, Lighted Fork Slider Kit or 
custom auxiliary Lighting brackets P/N 69227-04a and 68000043.

57400143	 	 	

Fits ’86-later FLS, FLST, FLSTc, FLSTF, FLSTFb, 10-’12 FLSTSe and 
’93-’96 FLSTN models equipped with harley-davidson® King-Size 
Windshield and/or Passing Lamp Kits. does not fit Springer™ models.   

D.	 	110Th	aNNIvERSaRY	FLaG	KIT

celebrate 110 years of riding tradition with this commemorative 110th 
anniversary flag and mast kit. Flags are made with high-quality nylon 
for durability. available in sissy bar mount or Tour-Pak® Luggage 
carrier/Saddlebag mount versions. (Flags are designed for parade 
use only and will not withstand high-speed use.)

61400202	 	 	

Fits Sissy bars (except Mini and Short uprights with backrest Pads).

61400204	 	 	

Fits color-Matched Tour-Pak® Luggage carriers and fiberglass saddle-
bags. does not fit Leather Tour-Pak Luggage. Works great on cars and 
trucks too.

C

TOUR-PaK SISSY	BaR

C

SOFTaIL

TOURING

New Products



B.	 	FRONT	ENGINE	MOUNT	BRaCKET

a must-have for any chrome connoisseur; this chrome-plated Front 
engine Mount bracket will set your custom apart from the rest. The 
chrome bracket is machined from premium 6061-T6 aluminum, and is 
a direct bolt-on replacement for the original equipment upper brack-
et. can be used with the stock stabilizer link, or dressed up with the 
optional chrome Front engine Mount Stabilizer Link P/N 16400020. 
Kit includes chrome mounting hardware.

16400022	 	 	

Fits ’04-later XL models.

C.	 	FRONT	ENGINE	MOUNT	STaBILIZER	LINK

add a custom style to the front end with this brilliant chrome-plated 
engine Mount Stabilizer Link. This custom heim joint assembly is 
designed to link the engine to the engine mount bracket, and can 
be used to replace the original equipment upper or lower front tie 
link. For a complete transformation, install two Stabilizer Links and 
the complementing chrome billet Front engine Mount bracket P/N 
16400022. Kit includes one stabilizer link and chrome mounting 
hardware.

16400020	 	 	

Fits ’04-later XL and XR models.

D.	GaSKET	KIT	FOR	BLaCK	INNER	PRIMaRY

it’s the details that count. This gasket kit eliminates the silver shadow 
line you see between the engine and primary. it’s the perfect finishing 
touch any time the primary has been removed for engine service or 
during the installation of other accessories. comprehensive kit con-
tains all gaskets and hardware required to reinstall the primary.  

25700337	 	 	

Fits ’06-later dyna® and ’07-later Softail® and Touring models.

9
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a. SCREaMIN'	EaGLE®	EXTREME	BILLET	aIR
CLEaNER	KIT	

The bold styling of this intake system looks just as impressive as the 
long patch of burnout rubber you just laid down. The forged billet 
aluminum cover tops off a cast back plate with integral breather for a 
smooth transition to the throttle body. The race-inspired air cleaner is 
engineered to flow high volumes of air, and the washable pleated ele-
ment provides the ideal combination of efficiency and engine protec-
tion. available in your choice of style and finish, this easy-to-install kit 
includes all mounting hardware. all eFi-equipped models require ecM 
calibration* (priced separately).

29400116	 Chisel	–	Cut	Back	Black.	

29400117	 Chisel	–	Chrome.	

Fits ’99-later dyna®, ’00-later Softail® and ’02-’07 Touring models.  
(Race	application	only.)

29400123	 Chisel	–	Cut	Back	Black.	

29400124	 Chisel	–	Chrome.	

Fits ’08-later Touring models equipped with Screamin' eagle® Pro 58mm 
Throttle body P/N 27713-08. also fits ’06-later dyna, Softail and ’06-’07 
Touring models equipped with Screamin' eagle Pro 58mm Throttle body 
P/N 27639-07a. (Race	application	only.)

*Recalibration is required for proper installation, and will allow engine 
to rev to 6200 RPM. See dealer for details. Labor cost is not included.

a a
10 New Products
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C.	 SCREaMIN'	EaGLE®	MaNUaL	PRIMaRY	ChaIN	TENSION	
aDJUSTER

The Screaming eagle® Manual Primary chain Tension adjuster is a 
real benefit in those aggressive racing situations where frequent drag 
racing starts and high rpm speed shifting are part of the riding experi-
ence. ideal for bikes equipped with big displacement high performance 
(100hp+) engines that are regularly used for track-day drag racing; 
this Screamin’ eagle Tension adjuster permits manual selection of pri-
mary chain tension. a direct replacement for the original equipment 
automatic version, this anodized billet aluminum adjuster allows you 
to fine-tune the settings, and lock the position when the freeplay is 
properly set. The manual adjustment locks the chain tension in place 
to prevent the chain from adjusting during severe shifting. Kit includes 
required mounting hardware.

36500020	 	

Fits ’06-later dyna® and ’07-later Softail® and Touring models. Requires 
separate purchase of model-specific primary gaskets and seals.

D. BaTTERY	ChaRGING	haRNESS	WITh	LED	ChaRGE
INDICaTOR	BULK	PaCK	–	15	COUNT

a well-maintained battery can last 5+ years. These battery charging 
harness simplifies charging the battery, and features integrated Led 
indicator lights that illuminate when your battery voltage drops to 
a level that requires charging. Just attach the ring terminals to your 
battery and route the harness for easy access to the plug connec-
tors. When the Led glows, it’s time to connect the bike to a harley-
davidson® battery Tender. compatible with all harley-davidson® 
battery chargers, the harness features in-line 7.5 amp fuse protec-
tion, and the plug connector is protected with a weather-shield cap 
when not in use.

66000067	 Bulk	Pkg.	of	15.	
Priced	Individually.

Fits harley-davidson 12-volt batteries.

New Products
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a. 5	aMP	WEaThER-RESISTaNT	BaTTERY	ChaRGER

Professional charging performance in a compact package. With a 
typical recharge time of 1 to 2 hours, this charger features advanced 
solid-state circuitry that constantly monitors the battery’s charge and 
maintains the voltage without overcharging. The charger automati-
cally switches to float mode and adjusts the charge rate up or down 
to keep the battery properly maintained for extended periods of time. 
The weather resistant construction provides peace of mind in case 
of exposure to moisture during charging. Maximum output charge 
rate is 5.0 amperes and is compatible with 2-pin or 3-pin charging 
harnesses. The charger accepts worldwide input voltage 100 to 240 
vac @ 50 to 60 hz. includes a specific power cord to accommodate 
regional variations in worldwide ac power configurations (refer to 
geographic fitment matrix). charger features output leads equipped 
with 2-pin quick-disconnect that is compatible with the 7.5 amp fused 
alligator clip charging harness and the battery charging harness with 
ring terminals (included). 2-year manufacturer's warranty.

66000041	 United	States,	Canada,	Mexico	and	
South	america	(except	argentina).	

66000042	 Europe.	

66000043	 United	Kingdom.	

66000044	 australia.	

66000046	 Japan.	

For 12-volt batteries.
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